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Risks on global growth and already high global inflation continue. The divergence of monetary policy steps
and communications of developed countries' central banks are increasing due to their diverse economic
outlook.

Having held the policy rate constant at 14%, the CBRT, in its MPC disclosure, emphasized the escalating
geopolitical risks, which caused a weakening in the global economic activity. Moreover the CBRT
underlined the increases in consumer and producer prices internationally. In that respect, increasing
uncertainties in global food security due to trade restrictions, high commodity prices along with the
persistence of supply chain constraints in some sectors, particularly in food and energy and also high
transportation costs have led producer and consumer price increases on a global scale. Major central banks in
advanced economies emphasize that the rise in inflation may last longer than previously thought due to
higher energy prices and as well as demand and supply imbalances.

As a difference relative to the May statement, the sentence “the continuation of supportive monetary
stances of central banks in advanced economies” is excluded in the June statement. The divergence in
monetary policy steps and communications of central banks in advanced economies increased and that
central banks have intensify their efforts to develop new supportive measures and tools to cope with
financial market uncertainties.

The CBRT has maintained its view on domestic economic outlook as stated in May FOMC meeting: Robust
growth in the first quarter of 2022 continues in the second quarter with the boost of external demand. CBRT
emphasizes the importance of sustainable current account balance (CAB) and price stability. Although there
are tourism related improvements, risks on CAB continue due to high energy prices.

The CBRT is closely monitoring credit growth and allocation of funds for real economic activity purposes.
According to the statement, the Bank may take additional measures when needed in its strengthened macro
prudential policy set which is currently implementing.

The CBRT states that increases in energy costs, temporary effects of pricing behaviors far from economic
fundamentals and strong negative supply shocks caused by rising commodity prices continue to drive up the
domestic inflation.

The CBRT anticipates that disinflationary process to start with the help of decisively implemented measures
to strengthen sustainable financial and price stability along with the decline in inflation owing to the base
effect and the resolution of the ongoing regional conflict. Within this framework, the CBRT has kept the policy
rate constant.

The CBRT states that in order to create an institutional basis for sustainable price stability the comprehensive
review of the policy framework continues. With the finalization of the review process, the CBRT will continue
to implement the collateral and liquidity policy actions in order to strengthen the effectiveness of the
monetary policy transmission mechanism.
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LEGAL NOTICE: The text, information and graphs in this report and comments has been prepared from the primary accessible
systemic sources on a bona fide basis, and without consideration to establishing any guarantee and assurance for establishing

a basis for any informed decision under any name or form, in terms of their accuracy, validity and effectiveness, and thus it
has only been gathered for information purposes. Akbank TAŞ, Ak Yatırım AŞ and their employees will not be held responsible

for any damages resulting from the comments included in this report such as lack of information and/or updates. Akbank TAŞ
and Ak Yatırım AŞ may modify and/or remove the above information and recommendations at any time, without having to

serve any prior notice and/or warning in any way, manner or form. Since this report and comments, the comprehensive
information and recommendations which have been prepared in the form of general investment suggestions for the purpose

of providing general information do not include any commitment by Akbank TAŞ and Ak Yatırım AŞ, the consequences of any
decisions taken, conclusions reached, transactions made and any risks caused by any private and/or legal person based on

such information will therefore rest with such persons. For this reason, Akbank AT.A.Ş., Ak Yatırım A.Ş. and their employees
shall not by any means or in any manner be liable for any material and moral damages, loss of profits, or any direct and/or

indirect damages, whatsoever, incurred by the persons concerned or 3rd parties, as a result of the decisions taken,
conclusions reached, or transactions performed by private and/or legal persons due to reliance on the information contained

in this report, the comments and recommendations herein, and the persons concerned understand and accept that they are
not entitled to claim any indemnity, whatsoever, from Akbank TAŞ, Ak Yatırım AŞ and their employees for any damages

suffered/to be suffered. The information given in this report, and the comments and recommendations contained herein do
not constitute an "investment consultancy" service and/or activity, but fall within the scope of a general investment

consultancy activity, and individuals and entities willing to receive an investment consultancy service must contact entities
and institutions that are authorized to provide such service and obtain such service under a service agreement pursuant to

the legislations of CMB. Investment consultancy services are offered under an investment consultancy agreement to be
signed between brokerage houses, portfolio management companies, banks that do not admit deposits and the clients. The

comments and recommendations contained herein depend upon the personal opinions of the persons who make the
comments and recommendations. Since such opinions have been arranged in the scope of a general investment consultancy

activity they do not contain reports, comments and recommendations specific to a person, and may therefore not suit your
financial status, risk and return preferences. Thus, making investment decisions solely based on the information contained

herein might not bring an outcome that meets your expectations.
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